Feelgoodfood
With over 300 identifiable
chemical compounds and
a more ethical reputation,
is there a chocolate product
that could really be better
for us, and the planet?
Lindsey Harrad investigates…

RAW CHOCOLATE:
THE NEW SUPERFOOD?
‘I’d love to be able to say that chocolate is
a superfood!’ laughs Anna Middleton, a
holistic nutritionist with a passion for raw
food. ‘But what is true is that chocolate
in its raw, natural state is packed with
nutrients. Freshly made raw chocolate is
a better option than processed chocolate
with added sugar, dried full-fat milk powder
and hydrogenated fats, as it is mostly
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these ingredients that make chocolate so
unhealthy,’ she says. ‘Even experts and
nutritionists can’t agree on whether we can
call chocolate a superfood, but I believe
that chocolate has a special ability to
make people feel good, so can be eaten in
moderation with a happy, healthy attitude!’
While a completely guilt-free chocolate
product may still exist only in your fantasies,

raw chocolate could be the acceptable
compromise between your need for a
delicious chocolate fix and your desire to
live a healthier lifestyle. Even better, raw
chocolate is always vegetarian and almost
always vegan, too (some products may
use raw honey as a sweetener). With the
explosion of interest in natural, artisanproduced food, chocolate has been

experiencing the back-to-basics treatment
over the past few years, and just as quality
dark chocolate with a high percentage of
cocoa solids has undergone a renaissance,
there’s now a growing interest in the health
benefits of raw chocolate.

What is raw chocolate?
The raw ingredient of chocolate is, of
course, the cacao bean. There is evidence
that people made beverages with cacao as
early as 1750bc, while the ancient Mayan
and Aztec races of South America drank a
bitter fermented cacao bean drink seasoned
with spices. Naturally, it was the Europeans
in more recent times who started to add
milk and sugar and eventually created
the very sweet, solid chocolate that most

of us are familiar with today. But artisan
raw chocolate-makers now aim to strike
a balance between preserving the natural
goodness of cacao, while producing
chocolate products that are still palatable to
the modern chocolate connoisseur.
Raw chocolate is also part of the raw
food movement generally, in which food is
not heated above 42–45C, and this could
include any type of food, from vegetables
to dairy products. Raw food fans believe
not cooking food above this temperature
preserves more beneficial enzymes, but
as Anna says: ‘You don’t have to eat
100 per cent raw food to benefit, it’s all
about enjoying a balanced diet.’
In normal commercial chocolate
production, the cacao bean is roasted at

Chocolate has a special ability to make
people feel good, so can be eaten in
moderation with a happy, healthy attitude
a high temperature to extract the cocoa
butter and produce cocoa powder, which
are blended together to create the lusciously
smooth melt-in-the-mouth texture that
makes chocolate so irresistible. ‘For raw
chocolate, the butter is extracted from the
cacao bean at a lower temperature, and is
then gently melted and combined with the
cocoa powder to achieve that distinctive,
smooth chocolate texture,’ explains Anna.
While all chocolate contains some healthy
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ORIGINS OF
CHOCOLATE
• Cocoa/cacao trees originate from the tropical
rainforests of South America. The fruit is white
and creamy and each pod contains anything
between 20–50 beans, and it’s the beans that
are used to make chocolate.
• The Mayan and Aztec civilisations both made
drinks from fermented raw cocoa beans.
• When the Spanish Explorer Hernan Cortez
conquered Mexico in the 16th century, he
found that cocoa beans were used as currency
and were more precious than gold. He brought
the beans and the drink back to Europe and it
was made more palatable by mixing roasted
cocoa beans with vanilla and sugar.
• The first chocolate house opened in London
in 1657 as a private club where meetings took
place over a cup of dark hot chocolate; but the
world’s first chocolate bar wasn’t made until
1847 by Fry & Sons in Bristol. The creation of
palatable solid chocolate was made possible
in 1828 by Casparus van Houten, a Dutch
chocolate factory owner who invented a
method of extracting the cocoa butter from
the bean using a cocoa press, which meant
that silky smooth chocolate could be made.
Previous to this, the beans and nibs were
ground and the chocolate was rather grainy.
Adapted from information provided by Anna Middleton,
www.rawsome.co.uk.

nutrients, in most mass-produced chocolate brands,
additives such as dried full-fat milk powder, white
refined sugar, and artificial sweeteners may detract
from this. Anna says that in its natural state, cacao
contains minerals such as magnesium – which is
good for healthy bones, heart and blood – and
some iron.

The feelgood factor
But the commonly held belief that chocolate
makes you feel better is supported by science.
Chocolate contains two neurotransmitters:
anandamide, which is what Anna describes as ‘a
bliss chemical that is only found in chocolate and
cannabis!’ and PEA (phenylethylamine), which she
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says is the ‘molecule of joy’, also found in blue-green
algae. Just to complete the feelgood factor, there’s
also the essential amino acid tryptophan, which the
brain uses to make serotonin, the body’s own natural
euphoria drug.
While raw chocolate packs a powerful nutrient
punch on its own, Anna also adds some unusual
extra superfoods to her Rawsome products,
which she claims boosts their health-promoting
qualities. ‘I like to add ingredients such as purple
corn extract, Indian ashwagandha root powder,
and goji berry powder,’ says Anna. ‘Some of the
superfoods do change the flavour of the chocolate,
but I’ve experimented extensively to achieve a
delicious flavour combined with added superfood

benefits – and everyone says my chocolates are
absolutely yummy!’
So what does raw chocolate actually taste like?
The name may conjure up an image of something
too worthy to be tasty, but anyone who loves
the intensity of good quality dark chocolate will
appreciate the distinctive, complex flavour of raw
chocolate. Good quality raw chocolate should
have a smooth texture and not be chalky or
powdery, although the flavour and texture can vary
enormously between different brands and makers.
Raw chocolate has become so popular in the last
couple of years that it’s now possible to buy all kinds
of delicious raw chocolate treats, mostly from health
food shops or online. The Raw Chocolate Company,
which started as a ‘kitchen table’ enterprise, is an
example of a raw chocolate company founded
on health and eco-conscious principles that also
happens to be a commercial success story. Founder
and self-proclaimed ‘choco wizard’ Linus Gorpe
brought the concept of raw chocolate into the
mainstream through a range of products, including
raw dark chocolate bars with natural mint or orange
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Raw chocolate was never going to taste like milk chocolate.
So I found that educating people and explaining the benefits
of cacao was an important part of the process
THE OTHER
INGREDIENTS…
COLD-PRESSED
VIRGIN CACAO BUTTER

Always look for raw chocolate made with
cold-pressed virgin cacao butter, which has a
silky smooth texture and rich luxurious chocolatey
scent. Cacao butter won’t raise your cholesterol
levels like other fats, and also provides essential
fatty acids.

SWEETENERS
These may include agave nectar syrup
(derived from the tequila cactus); xylitol
(derived from birch trees); cold-pressed raw
honey (the only true raw syrup); maple syrup;
coconut sugar (made from coconut palm sap);
yacon syrup (derived from a root vegetable); or
stevia (a herb that is a natural sweetener).
Also, natural sweeteners are often a more
ethical choice compared to refined sugar, since
Fairtrade sugar is seldom used in commercial
chocolate production.
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oil, and even superfoods covered in superfood
in the form of raw chocolate-coated goji berries.
The advantage of being a commercial operation,
of course, is investment into better processing
equipment. The Raw Chocolate Company grinds its
own cacao beans resulting in a more conventional
ultra-smooth, melt-in-the-mouth texture and flavour,
while still retaining all the goodness of raw cacao.

Home-made treats
However, you don’t need fancy equipment to
experiment with raw chocolate recipes at home.
You can use melted raw chocolate in any recipes
where you’d normally use good quality plain
chocolate, so you could make anything from
chocolate-dipped fruit to brownies. Organic
cacao powder is perfect for all chocolate cakes
and puddings, and is great for making chocolate
milkshakes and smoothies for children. You can
buy ingredients for making raw chocolate goodies,
including organic cacao butter, from health food
websites such as www.goodnessdirect.co.uk.
You can try Rawtella, a raw and vegan alternative
to the famous chocolate hazelnut spread, containing

only cacao nibs, hazelnuts and coconut sugar.
It’s a rather decadent treat at £12.95 a jar (from
www.rawliving.eu) but well worth it for a very posh
and tasty slice of toast. Look out for raw cacao
nibs too, which can not only be added to desserts
and baking, but may be sprinkled on to cereals and
porridge, salads and savoury dishes such as curry, to
add a really interesting rich, earthy flavour.
While many people first come across raw
chocolate at a health food store or specialist food
event, others have gone straight to the source.
Kieran Renihan, founder of The Chocolution,
discovered the use of the cacao plant as a healing
ingredient in indigenous remedies, while he was
living in Brazil. On a break from teaching in São
Paulo, he went travelling in the Amazon rainforest
where he talked to a local plant doctor about
the potent medicinal properties of cacao. ‘This
conversation just made me think again about
the chocolate that most of us eat in the UK,’ says
Kieran. ‘After attending a workshop by superfoods
expert David Wolfe, the combination of the two
experiences started me on my journey towards
creating The Chocolution.’

Keiran Renihan, founder of The Chocolution
and a big fan of the benefits of raw chocolate
Kieran decided to create a product that would
enable people to get creative with raw chocolate in
their own kitchens. But achieving the right quality
and flavour were still important. ‘It was never going
to taste like milk chocolate,’ he says, ‘So I found that
educating people and explaining the benefits of
cacao was an important part of the process.’
As fresh chocolate products that have not been
tempered have a short shelf life, The Chocolution
supplies organic raw chocolate making kits, allowing
customers to create their own fresh chocolate
goodies, which they can personalise with added
ingredients such as fruit, spices, herbs or nuts.
Using Nacional Arriba cacao sourced and bought

directly from organic cacao farmers in Ecuador and
shipped by sea, Chocolution’s kits contain a blend
of 70 per cent raw cacao paste and organic cocoa
butter, organic agave nectar to sweeten, plus moulds
and instructions.
With a background in teaching, Kieran is
committed to spreading the message about
the benefits of raw chocolate, offering practical
workshops in chocolate-making and also developing
learning resources for schools. ‘I believe 2012 will
bring an even greater shift in people’s awareness
of health and food issues,’ he says. ‘When people
understand they can eat chocolate and it’s a
completely positive experience, with no negatives,
they soon realise the advantages – they get more
real chocolate in their products plus all the beneficial
compounds that keep them healthy.’
The UK is a nation of chocoholics: we each eat
around 10kg of chocolate a year, more than any other
country, most of it made by multinationals and loaded
with vegetable oil, factory-farmed milk and white
sugar. Only a fraction of this chocolate is organic or
Fairtrade, and the nature of the raw ingredients means
they’ve flown thousands of miles, too.
While all chocolate will contribute to weight
gain if eaten excessively, as it is naturally high in
fat, many connoisseurs believe raw chocolate could
at least be the more eco-friendly, natural fix the
nation is looking for. After all, it’s only in the last

century or so that we’ve preferred a corrupted,
heavily sweetened version of chocolate, which
bears no relation to the ancient Mayans’ venerated
drink. As Kieran says, ‘It’s time we all reverted to a
more respectful relationship with cacao, the most
powerful plant in the jungle.’

FIND OUT MORE
• Anna Middleton is a Bristol-based
nutritionist creating a range of raw chocolate
products. Buy her Rawsome chocolates from
www.rawliving.eu or visit Anna’s website at
www.rawsome.co.uk for details of her
home-made raw chocolate cakes, which are
available to order nationwide; regular special
offers on new creations; and raw food and
chocolate workshops.
• To buy The Raw Chocolate Company’s
products online or for details of stockists, visit
www.therawchocolatecompany.com.
• To order a Chocolution Mayan Magic
chocolate-making kit (£13.99, including free
delivery), visit www.thechocolution.com.
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